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Abstract 

 
Germany is the birthplace of modern design. From Bauhaus, 

the design education of Germany has formed the teaching 
pattern based on “studio”, which has developed so far and 
exerted positive influence on design education in the world. 
This thesis raises a set of teaching pattern of design studio that 
introduces domestic and foreign design competitions and 
commercial projects into classroom teaching by investigating 
the design education pattern of Braunschweig University of Art 
and applying this author’s design studio teaching experience in 
recent years. 
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Introduction 

     
Braunschweig University of Art founded in 1962, located in 

north-central Germany, is a well-known art and design 
university in Germany. It is an international-oriented public art 
university whose majors offered include Visual 
Communication Design, Products Design, Liberal Arts, Art and 
Communication, etc.  

In April 2013, I won DAAD, a scholarship provided by 
German government, to study in Braunschweig University of 
Art (HBK) for a year and a half. During this time, my major 
work was to research its design education patterns and to 
conclude a set of teaching patterns of design studio in which 
design competitions at home and abroad, and commercial 
projects were introduced into teaching. 

 
1. Teaching patterns of design studio of HBK 

 
In the teaching mode of HBK, what the most distinctive 

method of design education is mainly embodied in 
project-driven module curriculum in which instructors 
introduce their own design projects into the class to provide 
students design projects. Teaching is sometimes conducted in 
its teaching studios while sometimes in extracurricular 
enterprises or museums (Fig. 1). During the course, the 
exchange and discussion teaching is conducted by studio which 
is limited in number to achieve good teaching effect. 
Discussing and investigating around topics, students come up 
with their design plan usually reported in the form of PPT. 
Then, the professors will make suggestions on revising and 
perfecting their proposals after mutual discussion between 
students. 

 
 
 

Fig. 1 The professor took students to Westermann Map Company in 
Germany to discuss with its staff. 
 
2. Inspirations and research on practice: teaching model of 
design studio  
 

From the investigation of the teaching model of UBA, we 
find that it pays more attention to improving students’ practical 
ability, and combines classroom teaching with social practice 
and needs, which provides an open teaching practice 
environment for professors and students. Besides, instructors 
combine with the demand for talents by design companies to 
cultivate students. The studio teaching mode is introduced into 
the teaching of design education. Through the development of 
design projects in the studio, bridging with enterprises, the 
teaching model of UBA introduces the professional design 
competition into course teaching, which can really improve the 
students' design practice ability and train useful talents for 
society. 

 
2.1 Combing theoretical teaching with practice, this teaching 
model cultivates a number of practical talents to meet the need 
of market 

Traditional teaching for art design major--teachers lecture in 
class and then grade students’ assignment accomplished after 
class, apparently, can hardly cultivate art design talents who are 
able to meet current market’s demand for practical ability. In 
the teaching model of design studio, students are organized to 
participate in domestic and foreign design competitions to 
improve their conceptual understanding and design innovation 
ability for design propositions. In addition, it is also a good 
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Fig. 1 Country, Tenerife Island, Spain Picture from 
QUANJINGNetwork 

https://www.quanjing.com/imgbuy/ul0994-6859.html 

 
Fig. 2 Country China, Picture from www.npic.com 

https://graph.baidu.com/pcpage/similar?originSign=1062090b
971d49ccd9cad01554304231&srcp=crs_pc_similar&tn=pc&i
dctag=gz&sids=10006_10190_10291_10391_10693_10705_
10301_10709_10801_10902_11006_10905_10912_11000_1
0014_10117_10016_10018_11021_11032&logid=06304145
02&entrance=&promotion_name=pc_image_shitu&tpl_from=
pc&image=https%3A%2F%2Fss2.bdstatic.com%2F70cFvnSh
_Q1YnxGkpoWK1HF6hhy%2Fit%2Fu%3D3204813306,406
7233772%26fm%3D27%26gp%3D0.jpg&carousel=503&ind

ex=2&page=1 

Methods 

According to two pictures found by the Internet search 
engine, one is from the rural area of Tenerife Island, Spain, and 
the other is from the rural area of China. From the picture, the 
building color of Figure 1 is orange and white, brick and stone 
structure of the house, located in Europe, Spain. Figure 2 is a 
brown building, wooden building, located in Asia, China. The 
types of buildings in both pictures are residential buildings. The 
color, material, shape of the building in the two cases are 
different. Located in two countries and two continents, the 
construction background is unknown and the building types are 
identical. From the picture, the location of the two buildings 
was chosen in the same place. The building is backed by hills, 
facing an open view. The hillside on the back is higher than the 
house, and the level of the open land in front is lower than the 

level of the house. Both types of buildings are residential and 
living space. The geomantic omen theory is the location 
selection theory of traditional Chinese architecture. The ideal 
architectural environment is the space environment of backhill 
and surface water. The foreground refuge theory shows that 
people tend to live in a safe environment with a refuge place 
and an open space environment.  

The buildings in the two cases are located in different social 
backgrounds and regions, but the two rural houses choose the 
same environmental location. This kind of space environment 
not only conforms to the space environment of foreground 
refuge theory, but also conforms to the space requirement of 
geomantic omen theory. Residential environment is the space 
environment with long residence time, privacy and highest 
security requirements. The location of residential environment 
can reflect people's basic needs for space experience.  

Conclusion 

The relevance of traditional Chinese gardens means the 
choice of which land to use as a building site before 
construction. It is the first step of the construction industry. In 
general, the location tends to be shady and yang. The ideal 
housing construction environment for the Feng Shui master is 
behind the Xuanwu Mountain. Baihu Mountain and Qinglong 
Mountain are the barriers to the wind, and the dragon is slightly 
higher. The white tiger suppresses the white tiger, and the 
Suzaku Mountain in front is the landmark of the land, and the 
house is located in the middle. In the middle of the house and 
Suzaku Mountain, there is a river that represents wealth[1]. The 
spatial pattern and prospect of ideal Feng Shui construction - 
The vacancy patterns created by the refuge theory are very 
similar. They are based on the spatial perception of the 
individual in the place to obtain a stable security perception and 
then obtain a good visual experience. 
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(2) Seminars on design proposals jointly composed by students, 
instructors and representatives of enterprises. 

During the seminar, students express their own design in the 

form of PPT proposals. After this, their teachers and 
representatives of enterprises will propose their suggestion on 
design proposals, which effectively and accurately promotes 
the marketization of students’ design (Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3：Students’ PPT design proposals report 

 
(3) Market feedback of design products 

Representatives of enterprises are invited to attend 
discussion of design studio with regular feedback to products in 
the market. On the one hand, it can timely adjust the design 
strategy; on the other hand, it plays a direct and effective role in 
training ‘future designers’ prospectively. 

 
4. The fruits of teaching patterns of design studio 

 
After application and practice of teaching patterns of studio 

for 4 years, from 2014 to 2018, we have obtained a lot of 
achievements. And our students have won many awards in 
domestic and foreign design competitions, including “4TH 
BLOCK” Ukraine International Poster Exhibition, University 
Students in Jiangxi Creative Design Contest. In addition, we 
have completed many commercial design projects such as 
WOWTAO logo design and so on. The details of our 
achievements are shown as follows: 

 
TABLE I 

AWARD-WINNING SITUATION OF DESIGN COMPETITIONS 
 

International Design 
Competition 

Domestic Design 
Competition 

6 37 

 
 

TABLE 2 
COMPLETED COMMERCIAL DESIGN PROJECTS 

 

Logo 
Design 

Brand 
Image 
Design 

Poster 
Desig

n 

Ceramic 
Decoration 

Design 

Other 
Design 
Projects 

12 2 25 10 7 

 

Conclusion 
 

With rapid development of domestic cultural and creative 
industries, our country’s demand for applied creative designers 
is gradually increasing. The application of studio teaching 
mode, and the introduction of design competitions at home and 
abroad enterprises projects can achieve stunning teaching 
results, improve the quality of our practical design teaching, 
and realize the purpose of training applied talents. 
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practice for students to participate in commercial design 
projects, by which can avoid students acquiring just theory or 
their textbook content in college. Commercial design process 
consists of six main steps: communication with customers, 
investigation into market, design proposal, put into market, 
design feedback and design perfection. Through repeated 
practice of these six steps, it can improve students’ practical 
ability and avoid the phenomenon of “be fastidious but 
incompetent” after their graduation. 

 
2.2 Studio teaching patterns rely on enterprises and cultivate 
design talents for them 

Design studio cooperates with enterprises. In a way, they are 
an integration, which means that studying in the design studio is 
just the same as entering enterprises. In this way, it is called a 
win-win project: for enterprises, not only can design studio deal 
with consumption of time and fund, but also it designs products 
for them; for schools, because of practical projects and design 
funds, provided by enterprises, students can be fully trained. At 
the same time, their employment problem can be addressed. 
 
3. Teaching contents and methods of teaching patterns of 
studio 
 
3.1 Teaching content of teaching patterns of design studio 

In traditional teaching, teaching content of art design courses 
always depends on certain textbook or a virtual proposition, 
which may not enable students to put theory into action. 
Teaching model of design studio of art design major requires 
that teachers should convey latest pattern of design companies 
and design development trend at home and abroad to their 
students to help them contact with the front-line professional 
knowledge. There are two main methods to achieve this: 
introduce design projects into teaching and organize students to 
participate in professional competitions at home and abroad. 

 
3.2 Teaching contents of teaching patterns of design studio 
(1) Introduce design projects into teaching 

In the teaching patterns of design studio introduces practical 
design projects into teaching and consciously integrates the 
new technology and designing methods into the practice of the 
teaching process. Furthermore, design projects, depriving from 
enterprises, are students’ assignments. And the requirements of 
enterprises are considered as their requirements of assignments 
whose final assessment of level will be judged by a trinity of 
teachers, enterprises and markets. 

On the one hand, it can effectively promote the integration of 
design instructors and society, for example, design instructors 
will take the initiative to find projects in teaching patterns of 
design studio. On the other hand, through this process students 
are able to know more about the market and gain designing 
payment during learning process with their design products 
recognized by the community, which will effectively stimulate 
students’ interest in design and drive them to study more 
actively, thus enhancing the overall teaching atmosphere. 

 
(2) Organize students to participate in professional 
competitions at home and abroad 

Because of introducing domestic and foreign professional 
competitions and considering the proposition collection of 

design competitions as requirements of course assignments, the 
design works of students will be tested by experts and design 
masters at home and abroad. It is professional competitions that 
promote a benign professional competition and stimulate their 
interest in learning for some international competitions need 
teamwork to complete. Team members are responsible for 
illustration, photography, execution, post-processing and other 
roles. Improving students’ sense of teamwork through the 
formation of design teams is in line with the operation mode of 
the professional design company. 
 
3.3 The teaching methods of design studio: group teaching 
model 

The group teaching patterns of design studio, changing the 
traditional passive teaching mode—learning by teachers’ 
teaching, emphasizes an interactive discussion teaching on 
design plan (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 The group teaching model of design studio launched by pro. 
Yang 
 
    For one thing, the group teaching mode of design studio 
conforms to the way of the proposals discussion of the 
professional design company, that is, the form of the scheme 
discussion of the design teaching scene simulation design 
company. Students act as designers, and take the design scheme 
to the proposal meeting to explain. And the ‘designers’ treat 
students under the stage as customers and persuade their 
customers. At this time the students play the role of customers, 
and then they will gradually understand the psychology of 
customers so as to achieve the effect of transposition thinking, 
which lay a good foundation for future design promotion; for 
another thing, in the ‘group teaching’ mode of design studio, 
students’ autonomy and team spirit are trained. Besides, such 
interactive teaching mode can stimulate the students' 
advantages and potentials, and fully enhance their professional 
practice ability. 
 
3.4 Teaching means of design studio 
(1) Design studio sets up long-term cooperation with 
enterprises and introduces their projects into teaching. 

The teaching space of design studio can be in the studio, but 
also in the design department and production department of 
enterprises. The introduction of enterprises projects into 
teaching can not only improve students’ ability of design, but 
create commercial value for enterprises themselves. 
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Abstract 

 
 Professional talents in Art Design are the main force of 

national innovation and entrepreneurship. The paper analyzes 
the problems Chinese art design graduates will encounter, 
including industrial limitations, limited entrepreneurial forms 
and low success rate, etc. It comes up with the idea that Art 
Design should take into consideration of the major ’ s 
characteristics, reasonable curriculum and scientific teaching 
evaluation in terms of cultivating professional and 
entrepreneurial talents. Special attention should be focused on 
nurturing the professional personality and team-based learning 
style for students, and guiding them to the teaching and learning 
model of innovative and entrepreneurial methods featuring the 
cross-border integration of disciplines. 

Key words: Innovative and entrepreneurial education, Art 

Design, curriculum  
  

Introduction 
     

Art design major is a subject with strong comprehensiveness 
and practicability which integrates a series of subjects such as 
aesthetics, manufacturing, materials and others. Compared with 
other major students, the students majoring in art design have 
stronger practical ability and creative thinking ability. The 
proposition of innovation and entrepreneurship education plays 
an important role in the teaching of art design major. It can date 
back to 1907 when German Manufacturing Alliance 
emphasized design could be a means to improve national 
economic situation. Through a “top-down” promotion of 
promoting education, encourage “bottom-up” initiative 
practice. The combination of art, industry and crafts has made 
German design art reach the international level, promoted the 
improvement of German economy and national cultural literacy, 
and laid the theoretical and teaching system foundation for 
modern industrial design. At present, China is in the stage of 
industrial structure faced with adjustment. Under the 
background of the Internet era, art design major should grasp 
the opportunity, combine the development directive of cultural 
creation industries, and reasonably convert its professional 
advantages into practical achievements. Based on art design 
major, this paper discusses the way of practice of innovation 
and entrepreneurship education according to the characteristics 
of art design major. This paper also explores how college 
students, as the main new forces of widespread 
entrepreneurship and innovation, cultivate their innovative 
spirit and accumulate entrepreneurial ability during the 
university. 

 

I. Analysis on the current situation of employment and 
entrepreneurship of art design major 

According to the data from “Employment Report of Chinese 
College Students in 2017” released by Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, the entrepreneurial rate of college graduates 
has increased from 1.6% to 3% from 2011 to 2017, which 
reflects the entrepreneurial rate doubled than before. The 
students who can survive three years later by right of their 
business only account for 46% of the total number of 
entrepreneurs, and the average success rate of the first start-up 
is less than 2% of the total number of fresh graduates. The 
report also points out that the average level of college students 
successfully starting a business in Europe and America is 20%. 
The increase in entrepreneurial rate shows that effective input 
of entrepreneurial ideas has gradually formed in university 
education in China. The number of students starting a business 
is increasing, but the quality is not high and the businesses 
easily prove an abortion. Therefore, there is a a big gap 
compared with European and American countries. At present, 
there is a lack of long-term and in-depth training for the 
practical ability of innovation and entrepreneurship education 
in colleges and universities in China. 

 
1.1 Industry satisfaction is not high 
Design major students mainly go in for creative and 

innovative cultural creative work, with strong professional 
limitations and great difficulties in changing careers. At present, 
Chinese economy rapidly develops which is in an 
efficiency-driven stage. Meanwhile, relevant enterprises pay 
more attention to cost and production return in actual operation, 
which results in a weak sense of achievement and low salary for 
art design workers. Therefore, many art design graduates have 
a huge psychological gap between their ideal career and 
employment reality. 

 
1.2 The content of entrepreneurship is not closely combined 

with professional knowledge 
The successful entrepreneurial model of some art design 

major graduates is mainly to set up training class. It includes 
short-term design experience training or manual interest class 
for the amateurs, children art training and art coaching training 
for college entrance examination. They would like to incline to 
the training fields with low risk, low investment and high 
success rate. At the same time, the content of entrepreneurship 
is not closely combined with professional characteristics. 

1.3 The success rate of entrepreneurship is low 
They obtain customers relying on self-media platforms and 

online sales channels, operate through the method of short-term 
design projects and set up relevant professional design studios, 
which is known as “receiving orders” in the industry. Through 


